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INTRODUCTION
Introduction

SETTING A NEW VISION FOR WATER POLO IN IRELAND

VISION FOR WATER POLO IN IRELAND
OUR VISION IS FOR WATER POLO TO BE A VIBRANT, GROWING
SPORT PLAYED BY YOUTHS AND ADULTS COMPETING IN WELL
ORGANISED, ENJOYABLE EVENTS OVERSEEN BY STRONG
NATIONAL, REGIONAL AND CLUB MODELS

To achieve this vision we have written this clear plan for its long-term, sustainable development. The plan will seek to increase
participation numbers, especially at the younger age groups and focus on strengthening the sport. It needs to be fully integrated into
the Swim Ireland structures both at a national and regional level and leverage to the fullest the relationship with the other disciplines
within the aquatics.
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INTRODUCTION
It seeks to develop further a cadre of people with the requisite skills to support the growth and development of Water Polo including
increasing the coaching resources, improving the support to clubs, strengthening the volunteer base and creating smart, effective
partnerships to other stakeholders.

HOW WE PLAN TO GET THERE
In order to achieve the targets set out in this development plan, it is critical that effort is co-ordinated across the clubs, regions and
national structures. Everyone involved within Water Polo in Ireland has a part to play in delivering the plan and must buy-in to its
implementation. Plans and activity at the club level feeds into the Regional Plans of each of the Provincial Committees which in turn
help deliver at the National level, overseen by the National Water Polo Committee and Swim Ireland.
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INTRODUCTION
This co-ordinated approach across the three parts of the sport – club, regions and nationally – demands a collective ownership and
involvement (as outlined above).

The plan to deliver on the vison outlined above is centred on three core strategic pillars:
1.
2.
3.

Participation
People
Pathway

Under each pillar we have identified specific targets by 2020 and a series of actions that will help us achieve these targets. This sets out
a clear roadmap to the future for Irish Water Polo.

Water Polo Development Plan Working Group
January 2015
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PARTICIPATION
Participation
With the exception of some new developments within certain club structures participation numbers within Water Polo are static or
declining in recent years. The number of senior male and female teams and clubs is not increasing and an emphasis of this plan is to
increase participation in our sport, particularly at youth level.

The Water Polo participation model is split across three groupings:
1.
2.
3.
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Mini polo
Junior polo
Senior polo

PARTICIPATION
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PARTICIPATION
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PARTICIPATION
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PARTICIPATION
The following are examples of some of the practical actions steps that can be taken at a club, regional and national level with respect to
increasing participation levels over the term of the plan. The priority order and pace of implementation of these ideas may vary from
club to club or region to region:

ACTION

CLUBS

REGIONS

NATIONAL LEVEL

Mini Polo

 Start Mini Polo activity
with the club
 Enter Regional blitz events
 Introduce Mini Polo to
linked swimming clubs
 Introduce Mini Polo to
primary schools in the area
 Provide coaching support
to help deliver sessions in
local schools

 Support introduction of
Mini Polo to other aquatics
and Learn to Swim classes
 Initiate Mini Polo blitz
structure
 Establish and run a
primary school Mini Polo
tournament within the
Region
 Get Mini Polo into
Community Games

 Ensure Mini Polo is
integrated into the Swim
Ireland Learn To Swim
Programme
 Provide resources and
support from
Development/Support
Officers to clubs and
regions

Junior Polo

 Set up a Junior section in
the club, if it does not exist
already
 Establish links with
secondary schools with
access to pools
 Aim to have Junior teams
active in league and cup
competitions
 Create active links to swim
clubs
 Facilitate retiring
swimmers transition to
water polo to avoid losing
them to aquatics
participation

 Ensure junior clubs leagues
and cups are in place
 Establish and run a
secondary school
competition
 Organise regional academy
programmes
 Promote Water Polo to
swimming clubs
 Introduce and/or
strengthen Water Polo
programmes in Third Level
colleges
 Actively promote Water
Polo as an option for
swimmers

 Set up a Talent ID
programme
 Provide resources and
support from
Development/Support
Officers to clubs and
regions

Senior Polo
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 Introduce a revised Water
Polo competition model
 Synergise registration of
players between water
polo and swim clubs
 Provide resources and
support from
Development/Support
Officers to clubs and
regions

PARTICIPATION
Given the scale of support resource available and the heavy reliance on the volunteer base within the sport it is recommended that the
participation actions listed above should be prioritised towards the most urgent areas. For example, if mini and junior water polo
development is regarded as a higher priority then these action areas should be targeted more heavily than senior water polo or vice
versa.
A key issue that will limit the development of the game is affordable access to pool time at optimum times. Clubs across the country are
struggling to achieve both. Every effort will need to be made at club, regional and national level to help address this issue. All parties
will need to work closely together to develop ideas and approach key stakeholders (city councils, local authorities, pool operators etc.)
to find ways in which increased access at manageable costs and in workable time slots can be secured for Water Polo.
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PEOPLE
People
The development and growth of water polo in Ireland is dependent on ensuring we have a strong and structured volunteer resource
base including coaches, tutors, officials and committees supported by national, regional and club structures.

The actions and targets for increased coaching and tutor resources are stretching and ambitious, however they are critical to
supporting an overall improvement in standards across the sport and the planned increase in participation outlined above.
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PEOPLE
The following are examples of some of the practical actions steps that can be taken at a club, regional and national level with respect to
improving the coaching landscape over the term of the plan. The priority order and pace of implementation of these ideas may vary
from club to club or region to region:

ACTION
Coaching
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CLUBS

REGIONS

NATIONAL LEVEL

 Ensure adequate coaching
resource in place within
the club to meet demands
 Target a minimum of one
Level 2 coach per team in
the club (long-term)
 Target a minimum of one
Level 1 coach per team in
the club (short-term)
 Support and encourage
coaches upskilling through
CPD programmes

 Organise and run relevant
coaching CPD programmes
 Encourage clubs to attend
coaching courses
 Introduce coach mentoring
programme

 Increase the number of
qualified tutors (from 2 to
6)
 Provide coaching support
resources to regions and
clubs

PEOPLE
Every sport requires a strong and sustainable administrative infrastructure to support its continued development. Water Polo in
Ireland must be led through a strong National structure that oversees the implementation of the plans for the development of the sport
and ensures that it is well run at every level.
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PEOPLE
It is essential for the long-term development of Water Polo that all activity is organised and presented in as professional a manner as
possible. Even the ‘minor’ details -such as ensuring that the pitch measurement and markings are right, standards of equipment are
maintained, officials uniforms are in order – need to be focused on to present the sport in the best light possible for all involved.
The following are examples of some of the practical actions steps that can be taken at a club, regional and national level with respect to
administration and structures over the term of the plan. The priority order and pace of implementation of these ideas may vary from
club to club or region to region:

ACTION
Administration &
Structures
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CLUBS

REGIONS

NATIONAL LEVEL

 Ensure club has proper
administration structures
in place including club
constitution, functioning
committee, annual budget
and club development plan
 Use templates to support
development of key
documents
 Provide representatives to
the Regional structures

 Organise regional fixtures
in conjunction with Swim
Ireland and regional
swimming calendars
 Create Regional
Development plan
 Ensure regional
governance model and
structures working well
 Run club training days (for
administrators)

 Provide resources and
support from
Development/Support
Officers to clubs and
regions
 Provide template
documents and support to
clubs re administration
structures (through the
Regions)
 Organise fixture list in
conjunction with Swim
Ireland calendar
 Ensure national
governance structure
working well and coordinating with regions

PEOPLE
Officials (referees, team managers and other officials) are a crucial part of the game. The quality of the officials’ affects the experience of
all involved in the game and is an integral part of the development of those playing at all levels. Several other countries (including the
UK, Australia and Canada) have developed and implemented a structured pathways for officials.
Officials Action Plan
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PEOPLE
The following are examples of some of the practical actions steps that can be taken at a club, regional and national level with respect to
officials over the term of the plan. The priority order and pace of implementation of these ideas may vary from club to club or region to
region:

ACTION
Officials
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CLUBS

REGIONS

NATIONAL LEVEL

 Encourage members to
take up role as officials
 Ensure sufficient number
of officials to reflect size of
club and number of teams
 Support the upskilling of
officials through CPD
programmes

 Organise and run regional
officials training
programmes and CPD
courses

 Recruit and train
international standard
officials
 Provide national course for
officials
 Promote actively officials
pathway

PATHWAYS
Pathways

The Water Polo player and competition pathway should provide a structured development route for participants from mini polo to
senior competitive Water Polo. A broad pathway has been identified (see above) and this should be supported through a competency
framework relating to water polo skills to provide a guide as to the graduated progression of skills required as an athlete progresses on
the pathway. Additionally, the competition model should be designed to ensure it provides adequate structured competition across the
pathway. For example, in some cases it may be appropriate for club teams to amalgamate – especially in the junior ranks – in order to
ensure that players can compete and that there is a viable competition within the relevant age group.
The pinnacle of the pathway is the International Programme – the regional academy concept is designed to support this by developing
the young talent and increasing the quality of athletes entering the high performance programme.
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PATHWAYS
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RESOURCES
Resources
Water Polo in Ireland is dependent on a committed group of volunteers working tirelessly at club, regional and national level. This
volunteer base will continue to be the driving force behind the sport and this long-term development plan. To achieve some of the
targets identified in this plan, that volunteer base will need support resources from Swim Ireland.
It is recommended to appoint three part-time regional development officers for Water Polo (one each for Ulster, Leinster and
Munster/Connacht) that are close to the clubs and local stakeholders. These appointments will be central to helping achieve the
participation growth targets. In the initial years of this plan, the focus of a development officer should be on delivering the targeted
increase in awareness and participation levels in mini and junior polo. This will provide the foundation for the future sustainability of
the sport.
These new appointments should be planned for during 2015 with appointments being made prior to 2016. This is the only major
additional resource requirement to support this plan.
Other support resources are already available through Swim Ireland. For example, the regional support officers currently in place are
there to support Water Polo clubs (as well as Swim clubs) and their volunteers to establish strong structures and plans for continued
development. The Swim Ireland Education department provides ongoing support on various education programmes.
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DEVELOPMENT PLAN – FIVE YEAR VIEW
Development Plan – Five Year View
The following table outlines some of the key highlights over the course of the Development Plan cycle:
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SUMMARY
Summary
This plan is a long-term development plan to strengthen Water Polo from now until 2020. The vision sets out to strengthen the sport
and to meet ambitious growth targets in the areas of participation, profile, coaching standards, support structures – at national,
regional and club level – and providing clear pathways for those involved in Water Polo.
It will not be possible to do everything outlined in this plan at the same time. The implementation roadmap will require careful
planning and priority areas to be focused on at different stages throughout the duration of the plan.
The success of this plan will be dependent on all stakeholders (at club, regional and national level) within Water Polo pulling together
to achieve the targets. The National Water Polo Committee will be responsible for driving its implementation supported by Swim
Ireland.
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FUNDING THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Funding the Development Plan
Delivery Strand

2015

Regional Development Officers
Secondary Schools Competition

€1,800

Primary Schools Programme

2016

2017

2018

2019

€30,000

€45,000

€45,000

€45,000

€2,500

€3,000

€4,000

€5,000

€2,000

€3,000

€4,000

€5,000

Regional Academies

€3,000

€3,000

€5,000

€5,000

€5,000

Mini Polo - Clubs

€2,500

€2,500

€3,000

€3,000

€5,000

€3,000

€3,000

€3,000

€4,000

€4,000

Regional Mini Polo
TID Programme
Educational Training

Total Contribution

€

€11,850*

€11,850*

7,300

€ 40,000

€

62,000

€

68,000

€

72,000

The National Water Polo Committee has agreed in principle to contribute its current reserves (which currently stands at
approx. €40k) to fund components of the Water Polo Development Plan.

*This funding has already been secured from a training grant so has not been included in overall contribution.
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WATER POLO DEVELOPMENT PLAN WORKING GROUP
Water Polo Development Plan Working Group
This plan has been developed by the Water Polo Development Plan Working Group. The members of the group are:
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Michael Banks – Irish Men’s Senior Coach
Adam Cox – Membership Manager, Swim Ireland
Mary Garvey – Education Director, Swim Ireland
Phil Kelly – National Committee Member & Chair of Cathal Brugha Swimming & Water Polo Club
Brian MacNeice – Strategy Consultant
Paul McMenamin – Water Polo Player & Chair of Aer Lingus Swimming Club
Amanda NiGhabhann – Water Polo Development Officer, Swim Ireland
Steve O’Brien – FINA/LEN International Water Polo Referee

